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T F O   A X I O M   I I — X   F L Y   R O D S 

The Axiom II-X was designed for the intermediate to 

advanced fly angler seeking to maximize accuracy at 

distance. Based on the fast action of our renowned TiCr-X, 

we used our highest modulus material and Axiom technology 

to redefine performance in an extremely powerful fly rod. 

Unlike other “stiff” rods, the Axiom II-X delivers both the 

energy necessary for long casts and the incredible tracking 

and recovery which results in accuracy at distance. If it comes down to one cast, one perfect long 

cast, this is the fishing tool to do the job. 

 

TFO’s patented and exclusive Axiom technology embeds a double-helix of Kevlar within the blank. 

The superior tensile strength of the Kevlar acts to buttress the rod’s carbon fiber matrix in 

compression. The result is that Axiom series fly rods stabilize faster and smoother, absorb shock 

better and comfortably tolerate over-loading. The angler benefits because Axiom technology virtually 

eliminates the ability to over power the rod when casting. Bottom line – whether you carry more line 

in the air or push the rod to the limit, you won’t feel any mushiness - What you will feel is line ripping 

out of your hand as it launches. 

 

The Axiom II-X series is constructed with high modulus carbon fiber material and an embedded 

double-helix of Kevlar within the blank all finished in a satin sky blue. The series features premium 

quality cork handles with burl accents, anodized aluminum up-locking reel seats with carbon fiber 

inserts. All eight models feature alignment dots color coded by line weight, RECOIL guides by REC 

and ultra-lightweight chromium-impregnated stainless-steel snake guides. All Axiom II-X rods are 

packaged in a labeled rod sock and rod tube. 

 

The Axiom II-X series delivers exceptional casting performance and efficiency that when combined 

with TFO’s lifetime warranty make them the perfect choice when distance and accuracy are the price 

of a life time trophy. 

IF YOU NEED LIFTING POWER 

THIS IS THE ROD FOR IT! 

REC RECOIL ADVANCED GUIDE TECHNOLOGY  

 

Up to 3 times lighter; extremely wear resistant; 

flexible “Shape Memory” alloy; increased rod 

sensitivity; improves casting distance and 

absolutely rust proof. 

REC RECOIL  

GUIDE 

MODEL LENGTH LINE WEIGHT PIECES WEIGHT  

TFO AX2-X 905-4C 9’0” 5 Wt. 4 pc. 2.9 oz. 

TFO AX2-X 906-4C 9’0” 6 Wt. 4 pc. 3.2 oz. 

TFO AX2-X 907-4C 9’0” 7 Wt. 4 pc. 3.4 oz. 

TFO AX2-X 908-4C 9’0” 8 Wt. 4 pc. 3.5 oz. 

TFO AX2-X 909-4C 9’0” 9 Wt. 4 pc. 4.3 oz. 

TFO AX2-X 9010-4C 9’0” 10 Wt. 4 pc. 4.5 oz. 

TFO AX2-X 9011-4C 9’0” 11 Wt. 4 pc. 4.5 oz. 

TFO AX2-X 9012-4C 9’0” 12 Wt. 4 pc. 4.5 oz. 



T F O   A X I O M   I I   F L Y   R O D S 

MODEL  LENGTH LINE WEIGHT PIECES WEIGHT  

TFO AX2 905-4C No Fighting Butt 9’0” 5 Wt. 4 pc. 2.9 oz. 

TFO AX2 906-4C 9’0” 6 Wt. 4 pc. 3.2 oz. 

TFO AX2 907-4C 9’0” 7 Wt. 4 pc. 3.4 oz. 

TFO AX2 908-4C 9’0” 8 Wt. 4 pc. 3.5 oz. 

TFO AX2 909-4C 9’0” 9 Wt. 4 pc. 4.5 oz. 

TFO AX2 9010-4C 9’0” 10 Wt. 4 pc. 4.6 oz. 

TFO AX2 9012-4C 9’0” 12 Wt. 4 pc. 4.8 oz. 

All Axiom II fly rods include: TFO 4 piece cloth rod sock and cordura rod tube. 

STRONGER… LIGHTER… HIGHER MODULUS GRAPHITE…STRONGER… LIGHTER… HIGHER MODULUS GRAPHITE…STRONGER… LIGHTER… HIGHER MODULUS GRAPHITE…  

   

Easy to load (bend), and quick in unloading, which also insures accurate 

and true tracking. No bounce, shock and 

no wobble on the stop – AXIOM II rods are 

smooth and efficient casting tools.  

 

This is achieved through a proprietary process using a new lighter, 

stronger and higher modulus graphite along with Kevlar which is 

sandwiched between two layers of the carbon fiber pre-preg. 

This patented (US patent pending) process helps reduce the 

ovaling effect a rod blank experiences under load, 

creating an exceptionally smooth powerful rod with 

remarkable damping (tip bounce) qualities. The 

result is an ultra-high line speed with crisp, 

clean, accurate loops.  

 

And...yes, you read that correctly—these rods are lighter than the original Axiom series. So whether 

you plan to target big trout; salmon; steelhead; stripped bass; or bonefish; permit and tarpon in 

saltwater, the Axiom II series rods are an ideal choice. 

 

Each rod is fitted with our exclusive Tactical Series Stripping Guides (see next page for details) and 

ultra-lightweight chromium-impregnated stainless snake guides. The handsome translucent dark 

olive blanks are matched with olive thread wraps and flor grade cork grips that are comfortably 

contoured and uniquely contrasted. Smoke-gray machined aluminum reel seats adorn the 9-12 

weight models with an olive woven carbon fibre graphite insert on the lighter 5-8 weight models.  

The new Axiom II rods now feature a reel seat alignment marker, making it quick and easy to mount 

your reel. 

TFO AXIOM II 6wt. to 8wt. 

TFO AXIOM II 9wt. to 12wt. 

 



T F O   D R I F T   F L Y   R O D 

The rod, including a full set of rod and butt section options,  

comes with a cloth rod sock and an aluminum rod case. 

The Drift – engineered to be the definitive nymph fly rod by combining a perfectly balanced  

light-to-the-hand feel with ultra-sensitivity and brilliant situational versatility. 

 

Fly anglers have evolved nymph fishing to a level 

requiring a rod uniquely able to meet the 

competitive demands of tight-line tactics such as 

Czech, Polish and French styles. In response,  

TFO Advisor Jason Randall, design coordinator, 

challenged us to create stripping guides that 

would allow one to add one or more sections 

without un-stringing line, leader and flies. A big 

challenge but we did it… and have patented a 

guide that Lefty called one of the greatest 

innovations he has seen in the last 50 years. Rod 

length can be changed on stream in a matter of seconds and a reel with a couple of spare spools 

carrying a WF3, a nymphing setup, and micro spey heads and you are well armed for any challenge 

you might face. 

 

The Drift Rod is designed to be light in overall weight, fast damping and well balanced as we used a 

mixture of our highest modulus carbon fiber along with a down-locking reel seat and removable 

weighted fighting butt. You can further fine tune balance with 3/8th inch ID washers – depending on 

the weight of your reel. The tip is ultra-sensitive allowing one to distinguish between a subtle take 

and a bottom tick with a soft tipped action that protects the very light tippets often needed to sustain 

a competitive drift and remain invisible to selective trout. 

 

Presentation is key to successful tight-line nymph fishing and rod length can be critical to keeping 

multiple flies in the strike zone. For this reason, the Drift can be fished as a traditional 9’ 4-piece  

3-weight, or effortlessly converts to 10’, 11’ 3” or, amazingly, 12’ 3”.  Our patented stripping guides 

allow the Drift to be lengthened by one or more additional sections without ever unstringing line, 

leader or flies. So from traditional 3 weight lines to the tight line nymphing techniques including 

French, Czech and Polish styles, you’ll make the “leader only” tuck casts with accuracy and  

ease – at any rod length. Finally, we included a 3 inch lower cork grip that replaces the weighted 

fighting butt –perfect for the new micro spey lines and techniques… just pick the optimal length for 

the environment and application. 

 

We believe this is the most innovative and versatile fly rod ever 

designed – thanks to Jason’s help. There are virtually no trout 

fishing environments were the selection of conversion options 

will prove less than superb for presentation to the most selective 

of trout. The DRIFT rod also bridges the gap between traditional 

Tenkara and fly rods with reels.  

Drift Rod Weights  

9’ 4 pc. NFB = 3.4 oz. 

9’ 4pc. WFB = 4.5 oz.* 

10’ 5pc. WFB = 4.9 oz.* 

11’3” 5pc. WFB = 5.5 oz.* 

12’3” 6pc. WFB = 5.6 oz.* 

*Reduce by .3 oz. for lower grip 

TFO PATENTED DRIFT STRIPPING GUIDE 

TFO DRIFT — 9' / 10' / 11'3" / 12'3" — 3 WT. — 4 / 5 / 6 PIECE ROD 

Weighted Fighting Butt & Cork Fighting Butt 



T F O   F I N E S S E   T R O U T   F L Y   R O D S 

 

We designed the new Finesse Trout family for optimal presentation 

of small flies to finicky fish in spring creeks, small streams and 

tailwaters where light tippets are critical. Soft tips transition 

into a butt with the power to land the selectively feeding trophy 

trout without breaking off 6x tippet. Rod actions allow for all the 

technical casts to be made effortlessly, the roll casts, stack 

mending, and aerial mending strokes that keep your fly in the 

strike zone. 

 

Thanks to help from Lefty, Ed and Wanda, this family is new with 

upgraded components and materials that offer the same classic 

action with less overall weight.  Recovery is better and they’ll pair 

nicely with one of our BVK reels. 

 

 

 

 

TFO FINESSE TROUT SERIES™ 4 PIECE RODS 

TFO Finesse Trout rods now have a Medium Action. 

MODEL LENGTH LINE WEIGHT  PIECES WEIGHT 

TFO FT732-C 7’3” 2 Wt. 4 pc. 2.5 Oz. 

TFO FT793-C 7’9” 3 Wt. 4 pc. 2.8 Oz. 

TFO FT794-C 7’9” 4 Wt. 4 pc. 2.8 Oz. 

TFO FT795-C 7’9” 5 Wt. 4 pc. 2.9 Oz. 

TFO Finesse Trout rods come with a cloth rod sock and cordura rod tube. 

Finesse Glass models are built with unidirectional S-Glass giving you all the benefits of traditional 

fiberglass rods – smooth, accurate and easy loading – without the extra weight of most traditional 

fiberglass rods.  They are a delight to fish on smaller waters and epitomize the series name 

“FINESSE”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TFO FINESSE GLASS SERIES™ 3 PIECE RODS  

TFO Finesse Glass rods have a Medium Action. 

MODEL LENGTH LINE WEIGHT  PIECES WEIGHT 

TFO FTG7034-C 7’0” 3/4 Wt. 3 pc. 2.0 Oz. 

TFO FTG7645-C 7’6” 4/5 Wt. 3 pc. 2.4 Oz. 

TFO Finesse Glass rods come with a cloth rod sock and cordura rod tube. 

T F O   F I N E S S E   G L A S S   F L Y   R O D S 



Designed by Jake Jordan specifically for the demands of offshore fly fishing, these rods combine the 

ability to quickly deliver large flies accurately and to then sustain the significant lifting force necessary 

to fight and land large pelagic species. The foundation of the SG Series is a hybrid blank engineered 

with a carbon fiber upper section and a proprietary S-Glass weave in the lower section of the rod. 

The carbon fiber upper section underpins the efficient casting action and tip recovery necessary for 

fast, on-target casts; and after hookup, the S-Glass lower section delivers superb strength and a 

shortened lever capable of dead lifting over 10 pounds at a 90-degree fighting angle. The Bluewater 

SG series helped Jake land over 1,000 billfish on fly and, in the 

process, it has become the most widely used bluewater fly rod in 

the world. The Bluewater SG can handle anything that swims, from 

sharks to billfish, from tuna to trevally. 

 

How do you make the most popular offshore rod family in the 

world better?  Make them lighter, stronger, more durable, a 

challenging combination of engineering and materials that have 

resulted in our newly designed Bluewater SG series. We’ve kept the 

same basic and proven actions with carbon fiber tips for ease of 

casting that blends into S Glass butts for powerful lifting.   

A brilliant addition is our use of Axiom II single filament S Glass 

applications within the walls of the blank – a pattern that controls 

and smooths ovaling better than the old TiCr process.  Actions are 

smoother and power range is greater.  We know you’ll appreciate 

the difference. 

 

The Light Duty remains finished out with composite cork split grips, 

traditional snake and stripper guides and are 9’ 4piece. Further, 

they feature full aluminum oxide insert guides and tip tops.   

 

MODEL LINE / GRAIN WEIGHT LENGTH PIECES WEIGHT 

TFO BWSG LD-C 10-12wt. 400-500 gr. 9'0" 4pc 7.9 oz.  

Bluewater SG LD rod includes a cloth rod sock and cordura rod tube. 

TFO 9’ 4 PIECE TRAVEL ROD & REEL CASE 

TFO TITANIUM LEADER 

-Strong fine wire for easy turnover. 

-Resists cuts from sharp teeth. 

-25cm/9.8”, 15kg/33# test wire. 

-48” overall, 40# test. 

T F O   B L U E W A T E R   S G   R O D 



IMPACT 
 

Rod design has always been a game of compromises…until now. Presentation, distance, and lifting 

are the three attributes by which all rods can be measured. Emphasis in one of these has always 

meant a deficiency in another. The Impact™ fly rods, through an innovative fusion of fly rod functions 

designed to achieve the pinnacle of performance, have made this compromise a thing of the past. 

 

TFO Impact™ fly rods are unbelievably smooth and powerful, loading and unloading with maximum 

efficiency affording an effortless feel and level of performance that will impress the most 

accomplished angler along with the easy loading fish-ability newer fly casters need. Their action, in 

conjunction with a unique combination of the latest materials, merges the attributes of all your 

favorite rods in such a way that there’s no trace of any of the familiar limitations you’ve had to put up 

with. TFO Impact™ rods are designed to exceed every angler’s expectations with a level of excellence 

that will set new industry standards. That’s making an Impact! 

 

Each blank offers a very slim profile finished with our exclusive Tactical Series Stripping Guides and 

ultra-lightweight chromium-impregnated stainless snake guides. Their reduced profile burl cork 

handles are both handsome and durable - plus they retain their superb feel under all fishing 

conditions. The handsome blanks are matte black with black thread wraps and emerald trim.  

Smoke-gray machined aluminum reel seats with gray carbon fiber inserts adorn the larger models 

with beautiful rosewood inserts on the lighter models. Includes: TFO 4 piece cloth rod sock & cordura 

rod tube. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MODEL LENGTH LINE WEIGHT PIECES WEIGHT  

TFO IMPACT 804-4 8’0” 4 Wt. 4 pc. 2.40 oz. 

TFO IMPACT 905-4 9’0” 5 Wt. 4 pc. 2.85 oz. 

TFO IMPACT 906-4-FB* 9’0” 6 Wt. 4 pc. 3.00 oz. 

TFO IMPACT 907-4* 9’0” 7 Wt. 4 pc. 3.09 oz. 

TFO IMPACT 908-4* 9’0” 8 Wt. 4 pc. 3.20 oz. 

TFO IMPACT 909-4* 9’0” 9 Wt. 4 pc. 4.30 oz. 

TFO IMPACT 9010-4* 9’0” 10 Wt. 4 pc. 4.57 oz. 

*Comes with Fighting Butt. 

T F O   I M P A C T   F L Y   R O D S 

TFO TACTICAL SERIES GUIDES are high performance guides designed to withstand the most rigorous 

fishing conditions while providing the ultimate in weight savings. The guides feature super hard-chrome 

anodized, stainless steel inserts pressed into a machined, hard-anodized, stainless steel frame for extreme 

durability in both fresh and saltwater. 



T F O   B V K   F L Y   R O D S 

A FINELY TUNED INSTRUMENT, LIGHTWEIGHT AND HIGHLY RESPONSIVE 

 

That's what experts are saying about the BVK series of fly rods from Temple Fork Outfitters. 

Engineered to the highest performance standards, the BVK utilizes new materials that dramatically 

reduce weight while creating an aggressive blend of power and strength. The result is amazing 

performance at an incredible price. 

 

"I dedicated a year to designing the BVK rods, they are everything I hoped for. You can't beat the 

performance, and you sure can't beat the price."  

     Lefty Kreh 
 

The rich translucent olive blanks are topped with matching reel seats, state of the art lightweight 

stripping guides, ultra lightweight chromium-impregnated stainless snake guides and flor grade cork 

grips that are comfortably contoured and uniquely contrasted. Super lightweight machined and 

anodized channel-locking reel seat with an olive woven carbon fibre graphite insert. Proprietary high 

modulus fibre blend and 2
nd

 Generation Blank Over Ferrule Technology makes this a fast action rod. 

BVK 7-12 weight rods come with a full wells grip and fighting butt. All BVK fly rods come with a cloth 

rod sock & cordura rod tube.  

 

Pick one up, we think you will find the BVK lightweight and loaded with performance. 

 

MODEL LENGTH LINE WEIGHT PIECES WEIGHT  

TFO BVK 803-4 8’0” 3 Wt. 4 pc. 2.40 oz. 

TFO BVK 864-4 8’6” 4 Wt. 4 pc. 2.70 oz. 

TFO BVK 865-4 8’6” 5 Wt. 4 pc. 2.80 oz. 

TFO BVK 905-4 9’0” 5 Wt. 4 pc. 2.85 oz. 

TFO BVK 906-4 9’0” 6 Wt. 4 pc. 3.00 oz. 

TFO BVK 907-4 9’0” 7 Wt. 4 pc. 3.09 oz. 

TFO BVK 908-4 9’0” 8 Wt. 4 pc. 3.20 oz. 

 

MODEL LENGTH LINE WEIGHT PIECES WEIGHT 

TFO BVK 1004-4 10’0” 4 Wt. 4 pc. 2.90 oz. 

TFO BVK 1005-4 10’0” 5 Wt. 4 pc. 3.20 oz. 

TFO BVK 1006-4 10’0” 6 Wt. 4 pc. 3.30 oz. 

TFO BVK 1007-4 10’0” 7 Wt. 4 pc. 3.50 oz. 

TFO BVK 1008-4 10’0” 8 Wt. 4 pc. 3.80 oz. 

 

CZECH NYMPH CONVERSION KIT 

The 3-Weight Conversion Kit changes your 8 foot 3-weight BVK into a 10 foot  

Czech Nymph / dry fly rod for the ultimate in on-stream versatility. Cloth rod sock included. 

 

MODEL LENGTH LINE WEIGHT PIECES WEIGHT 

TFO BVK 1003-5 10’0” 3 Wt. Czech 2 pc kit 2.40 oz. 

 

TFO BVK Series  

Bernard Victor Kreh ‘Lefty’ 



T F O   B V K   S P E Y   R O D S 

 

After much feedback from anglers and guides, the need to expand upon our two-handed rod  

offering arose. A faster, stiffer, long-line style rod was the most requested addition. 

 

We are very exited to roll out this line of BVK two-handed rods. We were able to replicate the crisp, 

fast action of the single-hand BVK family, but with a unique touch-and-go feel in a two-handed 

configuration. 

 

Arrive at any boat ramp or lodge from British Columbia to Newfoundland and you’ll see some of the 

finest two-handed rods ever built. Not only do these classically finished rods cast well, they also make 

no qualms about bringing the fight to any anadromous fish. 

 

This is exactly the mindset we tried to replicate with the BVK series of spey rods. With all of the crisp, 

responsive action of the single-hand BVK family, but with a unique touch-and-go feel all its own, 

these BVK’s features a rod range of 11’6” in a 5 weight to a 13’4” in an 8 weight.  

 

All rods feature our exclusive Tactical Series Guides and ultra-lightweight chromium-impregnated 

snake guides. The trimmed down, Burl cork handle allows for ergonomic handling and durability in 

the wettest fishing conditions. 

 

 

MODEL LENGTH LINE  PIECES GRAIN WEIGHT 

TFO BVK1165-4 11'6" 5 Wt. 4 pc. 200-400 

TFO BVK1286-4 12'8" 6 Wt. 4 pc. 400-600 

TFO BVK1307-4 13'0" 7 Wt. 4 pc. 400-650 

TFO BVK1348-4 13'4" 8 Wt. 4 pc. 500-700 

 

LINE RECOMMENDATIONS AT: www.tforods.ca 

THE COMPLETE CAST 

 

This instructional video on casting is REVOLUTIONARY!! 

 

Legendary fishermen Lefty Kreh and Ed Jaworowski will 

demonstrate, explain, and teach the elements common to 

all casts with a single-handed rod.  

 

DVD & BlueRay (2 Disc Set).  



This EFTTEX Best New Fly Rod, is engineered for two-hand anglers requiring optimal 

performance across a range of fishing techniques from a 

single rod. Because line weight distribution is different 

between “swinging flies,” “indicator fishing,” and 

“throwing lead,” optimizing a two-hand rod for all three 

techniques was previously impossible. Now, by combining 

TFO’s highest modulus materials and our proprietary 

Kevlar application with actions inspired by our industry-

leading Deer Creek Series, Axiom II breaks the code 

delivering the large grain windows necessary for a truly 

exceptional multi-technique two-handed rod. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The primary goal of a switch rod is to allow the caster the ability to achieve maximum targeted 

forward distance with the least amount of expended energy, while maintaining a functional rod 

length for line management and fish fighting. 

 

An evolution from our wildly successful Deer Creek Series, the Axiom II Switch family features the 

same easy loading, close quarters casting attributes, in medium-action and medium stiffness, 

engineered to fit the angler and the scenario, (not the other way around).  

 

The Axiom II Switch rod offers the optimization of the benefits of Two-Handed or spey style casting, 

but with a shorter lever, (to accommodate medium sized water, or tight-quarters fishing out of a 

boat). 

 

Because of the unique double-helix of Kevlar embedded within the blank, anglers can maintain load 

and easily cast heavy sink tips, long scandi lines and indicators or lead without fear of lost distance 

and rod performance. 

MODEL LENGTH LINE WEIGHT GRAIN WT. PIECES WEIGHT  

TFO AX2SW6-C 11’0” 6 Wt. 300-500 4 pc. 6.2 oz. 

TFO AX2SW7-C 11’0” 7 Wt. 350-550 4 pc. 6.5 oz. 

TFO AX2SW8-C 11’0” 8 Wt. 400-600 4 pc. 6.8 oz. 

All Axiom II Switch rods include: TFO cloth rod sock and cordura rod tube. 

LINE RECOMMENDATIONS AT: www.tforods.ca 

T F O   A X I O M   S W I T C H   R O D S 



T F O   P R O F E S S I O N A L   I I   T H   R O D S 

Designed to provide exceptional two-handed fly rod performance at a price attractive to 

enquiring anglers. The performance of two-handed rods available to folks interested in 

trying Spey casting has always lacked. Now Pro II successfully addresses the issue face on 

with a complete series of medium to medium-fast action rods each of which is engineered 

to allow users more fly line latitude, dramatically easing their two-handed cast learning 

curve. Pro II also allows anglers to side-step the “one-size-fits-all” issue by offering rods 

covering micro-Spey, traditional or classic Spey, and two-hand switch rods applicable to 

either East or West coasts. Core to TFO’s mission is the introduction and education of folks 

to fishing and Pro II is our number one recommendation for new two-handed fly anglers 

because it offers the most effective two-hand learning platform available. 

 

 

With a range of rods from an 11-foot micro-spey style 2/3 weight rod, to coastal switch rods, to an all

-around 13-foot, 7/8 rod for any anadromous fish both on the east and west coast.  

 

The Professional II TH series are medium fast-action rods with a progressive taper that are smooth 

casting and powerful, yet forgiving. 

 

The Professional II TH series features high-end performance finished in a way to be the envy on the 

river, while being easy on the bank account. All Professional II TH rods come with a cloth rod sock 

and cordura rod tube. 

 

 

 

 

MODEL LENGTH LINE WEIGHT GRAIN WT. PIECES WEIGHT  

TFO P211023-C 11’0” 2/3 Wt. 180-270 4 pc. 5.5 oz. 

TFO P211067-C 11’0” 6/7 Wt. 400-600 4 pc. 6.5 oz. 

TFO P211678-C 11’6” 7/8 Wt. 450-650 4 pc. 6.8 oz. 

TFO P212667-C 12’6” 6/7 Wt. 400-600 4 pc. 6.7 oz. 

TFO P213078-C 13’0” 7/8 Wt. 450-650 4 pc. 7.5 oz. 

 

LINE RECOMMENDATIONS AT: www.tforods.ca 



D E S T I N A T I O N S 

 

TAKING THAT DREAM TRIP OF A LIFETIME? 

 

TEMPLE FORK OUTFITTERS CARRIES A LARGE SELECTION OF  

RODS, REELS, TACKLE AND ACCESSORIES FOR THE  

DESTINATION ANGLER.  

  

 

TFO ACCESSORIES INCLUDE: 

 Diamond Hook Sharpener 

 Hook Release 

 Nipper Knot Tool 

 Roll-up Rod Bag 

 Saltwater & Freshwater Flies 

 Stripping Guards 

 Sungear 

 Sungloves 

 Flats Mask 

 Titanium Leaders 

 Travel Rod & Reel Case and more... 

TFO BLUEWATER SG 4 PIECE FLY ROD 

TRAVEL ROD & REEL CASE 

ROLL-UP ROD BAG 

NIPPER KNOT TOOL 

SUNGEAR 



TFO TRAVELER 3 PIECE SPINNING ROD 

MOANA KOFE HOOK RELEASE 

TFO AXIOM II—X FLY ROD, 9’0” 4 PIECE, 5  TO 12 WEIGHT. 

SHARPENER 

S A L T W A T E R  

TFO SUNGLOVES 

TFO POWER REELS 

SUNGEAR 



T F O   E S O X   F L Y   R O D S 

ESOX FLY ROD 
E S O X  L U C I U S  

( N O R T H E R N  P I K E )  

 

Pike, Musky, Barracuda, and Roosterfish (to name a few) are big, mean, apex predators; some 

are the perfect sight-casting quarry, while others require hours of painstaking blind casting. 

They have one thing in common -they like to eat big meals!  

 

In order to chase big fish you need a rod that can handle bushy, air resistant flies. 

Enter the “Esox” fly rod by Temple Fork Outfitters.   

 

Built with the hardcore angler in mind, the “Esox” series utilizes TFO’s 

proprietary TiCr blank coating, which helps protect the rod from the 

occasional collision with a weighted fly or gunnel. Topped with TFO’s 

proprietary Tactical Guides™, which won't break or pop out like 

traditional ceramic guides. The unique non-glare chestnut colored 

blank features a modified full-wells grip and an extended, IGFA 

compliant fighting butt. The exaggerated fighting butt aides 

the angler in picking up and casting large flies and heavy 

lines. It is also beneficial in the alluring ‘figure-eight’ 

motion when attempting to elicit a strike near the boat. 

Cleverly machined hook keeps on each side of the 

aluminum up-locking reel seat finishes off the 

rod. 

 

 

 

 

TFO ESOX 9’0” 4-piece fly rods come with a cloth rod sock and cordura rod tube. 

 

MODEL LINE GRAIN WT. LENGTH PIECES WEIGHT 

TFO ES9010-4 10wt. 300-400 9'0" 4 pc. 5.5 oz. 

TFO ES9012-4 12wt.  400-500 9'0" 4 pc. 5.7 oz. 

 

 

 

     TFO BALLCAPS 

 



T F O   P R O F E S S I O N A L   I I   F L Y   R O D S 

Wanda Taylor, the first woman certified by the FFF as a Master fly casting 

instructor, has fished these rods.  

Her comments:  

"The Lefty Kreh Professional Series communicates exactly what it wants you to do. 

The load and the moment of turn over is transmitted seamlessly to the driver."  

"I can't imagine a better buy in a four-piece rod that will deliver such a fast, smooth 

cast."  

Wanda Taylor  

 

The Professional II Series have a medium-fast  

action, are smooth casting and are an incredible 

value. Traveling anglers can afford to take them as 

a backup, but often return with a new favorite. 

Cosmetics include matte black finished blanks and 

subtle gold logos. They feature alignment dots 

color coded by line weight, premium grade cork, 

and oversized stripper guides. Each rod comes with 

a cloth rod sock and cordura rod tube. 

 

MODEL LENGTH LINE WEIGHT PIECES WEIGHT 

TFO P2 763-4 7’6” 3 Wt. 4 pc. 3.0 oz. 

TFO P2 863-4 8’6” 3 Wt. 4 pc. 3.2 oz. 

TFO P2 804-4 8’0” 4 Wt. 4 pc. 3.2 oz. 

TFO P2 864-4 8’6” 4 Wt. 4 pc. 3.4 oz. 

TFO P2 904-4 9’0” 4 Wt. 4 pc. 3.5 oz. 

TFO P2 865-4 8’6” 5 Wt. 4 pc. 3.7 oz. 

TFO P2 905-4 9’0” 5 Wt. 4 pc. 3.8 oz. 

TFO P2 906-4 9’0” 6 Wt. 4 pc. 3.8 oz. 

TFO P2 907-4 9’0” 7 Wt. 4 pc. 4.3 oz. 

TFO P2 908-4 9’0” 8 Wt. 4 pc. 5.2 oz. 

TFO P2 968-4 9’0” 8 Wt. 4 pc. 5.3 oz. 

TFO P2 909-4 9’0” 9 Wt. 4 pc. 5.5 oz. 

TFO P2 1005-4 10’0” 5 Wt. 4 pc. 4.2 oz. 

TFO P2 1006-4 10’0” 6 Wt. 4 pc. 4.3 oz. 

TFO P2 1007-4 10’0” 7 Wt. 4 pc. 5.0 oz. 

TFO P2 1008-4 10’0” 8 Wt. 4 pc. 5.8 oz. 

T F O   P R O F E S S I O N A L   I I   O U T F I T S 

TFO DELUXE PROFESSIONAL II 4PC FLY ROD OUTFITS INCLUDE: 

 

 TFO PROFESSIONAL II 4 PIECE FLY ROD,  AVAILABLE IN 4WT., 5WT., 6WT., 7WT. & 8WT. 

 THE NEW CNC MACHINED TFO NV FLY REEL, NOW IN 3 SIZES 

 NV REEL IS SPOOLED L/H WITH 20# DACRON BACKING, TFO SPECIAL DELIVERY  

WF FLOATING FLY LINE  & TFO 9’ 3X LEADER 

 TFO ROD & REEL CASE (4PC, SINGLE, STANDARD) 

 

 

 SPARE SPOOLS ARE AVAILABLE (Not Included) 



 

NXT Outfits are what the beginning fly caster is demanding from the 

industry, a high-

performance fly rod 

combination package that’s 

ready to go.  

 

NXT Outfit 4 piece rods 

have a medium action and 

come in a translucent dark 

green finish with a matte 

black aluminum reel seats 

with double  

up-locking rings and a 

composite cork handle. 

 

 

 

 

TFO NXT OUTFITS INCLUDE: 

TFO NXT 4 PIECE FLY ROD WITH TFO 4 PIECE ROD & REEL CASE. 

TFO NXT LA REEL LOADED WITH 20# BACKING, WF FLOATING LINE & 

LEADER. 

 

MODEL LENGTH LINE WEIGHT PIECES 

TFO NXTL4/5 8’6” 4/5 Wt. 4 pc. 

TFO NXTL5/6 9’0” 5/6 Wt. 4 pc. 

TFO NXTL6/7 9’0” 6/7 Wt. 4 pc. 

T F O   N X T   4   P I E C E   F L Y   R O D   O U T F I T S 

T F O   B U G   L A U N C H E R   “ Y O U T H ”   R O D S 

 

PERFECT FOR ANGLERS OF ANY AGE 

 

Who inspired you to pick up a fly rod?  Chances are it was a 

parent, your “favorite” uncle or a close friend that helped you 

throw your first tailing loop with great pride. You probably 

landed your first fish on a hand-me-down rod with a missing 

guide and a doctored tip.  If it’s time for you to pass your 

knowledge onto others, Temple Fork Outfitters has the perfect rod to hand down; introducing the  

Bug Launcher series of fly rods. 

 

Bug Launchers include thinner 

diameter compressed cork grips for 

a better fit in smaller hands. The 

yellow Bug Launcher logo stands out against a 

candy apple red blank. Speaking of blanks, this series is made from general 

graphite so there’s less risk when that passing dragonfly happens to take a swipe. 

An extended reel seat allows smaller anglers to use two hands for more control.  

 

 

Two models: a 7’ 4/5 weight, and an 8’ 5/6 weight, both are 2 piece and come with a  

TFO NXT LA reel, loaded with backing, WF floating line & leader. 

 

These rod outfits are ready to go, just add a fly and water of course! 

 

MODEL LENGTH LINE WEIGHT PIECES WEIGHT 

TFO BLK45LA 7’0” 4/5 Wt. 2 pc. 2.90 oz. 

TFO BLK56LA 8’0” 5/6 Wt. 2 pc. 3.20 oz. 



T F O   T E N K A R A   R O D S   &   A C C E S S O R I E S 

TFO TENKARA RODS 

Looking for the ultimate in simplicity and presentation?  Check out  

the TFO Tenkara rods.  Based on a traditional Japanese method of 

fishing using only a rod, line and fly, Tenkara fishing permits anglers 

to make precise casts, delicate presentations and manipulate their fly 

with extreme ease.  Telescoping down to  

20 inches, the Tenkara rods are also perfect for the backpacking angler. The rods come with a spare 

tip and second section. The rod sock has a unique line holder built in to help organize your line when 

not in use.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Model: TFO Tenkara Soft Hackle 10'6'', Faster Action 

Closed Length: 20.5'', Length: 10'6'', Weight (oz): 2.5  

 

 

PLEASE READ THIS INFORMATION REGARDING TENKARA RODS 

The Tenkara rod is constructed from graphite and is comprised of multiple sections that extend out to 

make up the full length of this unique rod, so some care is required when extending the rod sections 

and attaching the leader to the Lillian (the knotted braid material that is attached to the tip of the 

rod). FYI: There are many YouTube videos on this procedure and Tenkara fishing. 

PLEASE NOTE: Graphite is a man made material and like anything else man made it can break. 

Take particular care not to bend the tip section of the rod or knock it against any of the other sections 

when extending the rod to its full length. When attaching the leader to the Lillian we recommend that 

only the Lillian extend from the sections during this procedure. If for any reason you do break the tip 

you will find a spare tip/second section included in the rod sock that comes with your Tenkara rod. 

BUTT CAP: Be sure to check that the butt cap of the rod is secure each time you use the rod. The only 

time you will be required to remove the butt cap is if you break the tip section and need to replace 

the broken piece in the rod. We do not recommend removing the butt cap for any other reason. 

TFO FURLED LEADER 

These leaders can be used with any of our TFO TENKARA rods, just vary the 

tippet length for these rods and fishing situation. TFO Furled Leaders are looped 

on both ends, 10ft., 20lbs. Color: light yellow. Nice and supple as they lay out 

straight when uncoiled from the packaging, attach a tippet and you’re all set. 

 

TFO FOAM SPOOLS 

3/pkg, makes storing your Tenkara 

line setup easy. 

 

TFO TENKARA LINE 

30’, .027” floating level line, cut to 

desired length. 

 

TFO STARTUP PACK 

Save on the above 3 items with the TFO Tenkara Start-up Pack which includes:  

1-TFO 10’ FURLED LEADER, 3-TFO FOAM SPOOLS & 1-TFO 30’ LEVEL TENKARA FLOATING LINE. 



TEMPLE FORK OUTFITTERS BUG LAUNCHER “OFFICE ROD” 

 

The Bug Launcher "Office Rod" enables you to practice your casting indoors at the office or at home 

without the need for a large outdoor practice green, learning to fly cast is no longer just a summer 

sport.  

At 4'10" the “Office Rod” with its high-visibility line and tapered leader feels just like a standard fly 

rod requiring the same timing and casting motions to form a good cast. Once the fishing season 

arrives the transition from "Office Rod" to fly rod will be a simple one.  

Practice roll 

casts and 

single-hand 

spey casts 

without the 

need for 

water.  

Try the 

“Office Rod”, 

you’ll be 

amazed at 

what a great 

tool this is for 

learning and refining your casting strokes.  

Length: 4'10" 3-Piece. Includes indoor line with tapered yarn leader and foam fish target. 

Replacement Practice Line & Replacement Fish are available. 

Please note: TFO Office Rods do not include a warranty. 

T F O   O F F I C E   R O D 

T F O   D E E R   C R E E K   R O D S 

 

While some might argue that properly executed Spey casts are the highest form of fly 

casting, we would probably all agree that these casts are visually compelling, personally 

gratifying, and a wonderful way to present a fly to a fish. For a collective 65 plus 

years, two Pacific Northwest Spey casters, Mike Kinney and Bob Meiser have 

perfected this art and have shared their knowledge through guiding, teaching, 

and perhaps most importantly, by designing a line of Spey rods, the Deer 

Creek Series of two-handed rods. The Deer Creek Series rods have 

casting properties that marry perfectly with modern Spey lines. They 

have a unique progressive-regressive traditional action making 

them ideal for executing all types of Spey and Skagit casts. 

These blanks are a beautiful translucent dark amethyst color 

with fittings and components selected by Mike and Bob.  

 

TFO Deer Creek Spey Rods come with a cloth rod sock and cordura rod tube.  

Now with Burl Cork handles.  

 

TFO DEER CREEK SPEY RODS—4 PIECE 

MODEL LENGTH LINE  PIECES WEIGHT GRAIN WEIGHT 

TFO DC12645-4 12’6” 4/5 Wt. 4 pc. 17.0 oz. 250-400 

TFO DC15089-4 15'0" 8/9 Wt. 4 pc. 10.6 oz. 600-850  

 

The Deer Creek Spey series is seeing a makeover to better accommodate the traveling angler. We 

now feature this rod in a five-piece series, with enough packability to fit into a standard-size duffle 

bag. 

TFO DEER CREEK SPEY RODS—5 PIECE 

MODEL LENGTH LINE  PIECES GRAIN WEIGHT 

TFO DC12656-5 12’6” 5/6 Wt. 5 pc. 350-500 

TFO DC13067-5 13'0" 6/7 Wt. 5 pc. 400-650 

TFO DC13689-5 13'6" 8/9 Wt. 5 pc. 550-800 

LINE RECOMMENDATIONS AT: www.tforods.ca 



T F O   T R A V E L E R   S P I N N I N G   R O D 

‘1264 S GUIDE’  MOOCHING ROD 

Here's a breakdown of how this rod got its name - its length is 126" (10'6"), it has a 4 weight action, 

and the S stands for S-Glass, the material it's made of. This moocher, constructed using our Blank 

Over Ferrule Technology, was designed to stand up to the use and abuse that guide rods can sustain 

over seasons of service. It offers traditional S-Glass action and strength with bridged guides and an 

extremely durable composite cork handle. Try one out and you'll find that it's likely the best 

mooching/downrigger rod you've ever fished. Guide tested and proven as a winner!  

Blank colour: Rusty Brown. Length: 10’6”. Line: 14#-25#. Lure: 8 oz. 

9’ DOWNRIGGER / MOOCHING ROD 

CONFORMS TO TYEE CLUB REGULATIONS 

Our Downrigger/Mooching rod has become one of the most popular rods on the west coast. At 9' 

long, this rod conforms to Tyee Club regulations and its extra sensitive tip is exactly what anglers 

need to detect strikes and track the motion of their lures. Made of a special combination of S-Glass 

and carbon fiber for both sensitivity and power, each rod is outfitted with premium components, an 

extremely durable composite cork grip, and is constructed using our precision Blank Over Ferrule 

Technology. 

Blank color: Blue. Length: 9’. Line: 14#-25#. Lure: 8 oz. 

T F O   M O O C H I N G   R O D S 

Traveling with fishing rods has always been a challenge for anglers and finding a quality multi-piece 

conventional rod with the effortless action of your favorite one-piece rod has been impossible. 

 

TFO solves the globe-trotting angler’s dilemma with the Traveler Series. This series of seven-foot, 3-

piece spinning rods mirror the look and feel of the legendary Tactical family of fishing rods. And none 

other than Larry Dahlberg, one the greatest world-traveling anglers of all time, made sure we 

designed nothing less than the best. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Traveler Series rods are crafted through a combination of IM carbon fiber and a proprietary light 

weight scrim. By use of a precision CNC sanding process, the re-enforced ferrules are fitted to 

1/10,000 of an inch, creating a snug and seamless fit.  The result is an incredibly light and sensitive, 

medium-fast-action high-performance fishing tool. 

 

Handsomely finished, the non-glare sky blue blanks are fitted with premium cork grips, TFO’s 

exclusive skeletal reel seats and topped with Fuji’s new Fazlite Corrosion Control K-Frame guides, 

making them safe for either fresh or saltwater environments. 

 

Designed for the adventurer in all of us, the Traveler Series remains true to TFO’s commitment of 

matching price to performance. Traveler rods include rod socks and are packaged in an airline 

overhead friendly, 32” hard nylon lined rod tube. 

MODEL LENGTH POWER LINE WT. LURE WT oz.  PC. ACTION 

TFO S T702-3L 7’0” 2 LIGHT 4-10 1/8-3/8 3 M-FAST 

TFO S T703-3ML 7’0” 3 MEDIUM LIGHT 4-10 1/8-1/2 3 M-FAST 

TFO S T704-3M 7’0” 4 MEDIUM 6-12 1/4-3/4 3 M-FAST 

TFO S T705-3MH 7’0” 5 MEDIUM HEAVY 8-17 3/8-1 3 M-FAST 

TFO S T706-3H 7’0” 6 HEAVY 10-25 1/2-1 1/2 3 M-FAST 



DESCRIPTION DIAMETER WIDTH LINE WEIGHT 

TFO POWER I 3.5”/8.8cm .85”/2.1cm 5-6 4.4 oz. 

TFO POWER II 3.8”/9.6cm .95”/2.4cm 7-9 7.7 oz. 

TFO POWER III 4.4”/11.1cm 1.15”/2.9cm 9-11 9.8 oz. 

POWER TO THE ANGLER! 

 

The TFO Power reel crashes through the conveyer belt of highly-machined fly reels currently on the 

market, offering anglers something different, backed by the presence that is TFO.  The latest addition 

to the TFO family of high-end machined reels is fully anodized and dramatically ported to reduce 

weight, without sacrificing housing or spool strength.   

 

Unlike most drawbar reels that use coil springs for a drag 

plate pressure, the Power reel utilizes a series of conical 

spring washers. Carbon fiber-stainless steel brakes make a 

drag system that has a large range of resistance with nearly 

exact “click” values. Even the drag knob is adjustable 

allowing you to manage the minimum drag resistance.   

 

With a clutch bearing for inertia start-up and easy LH/RH 

conversion, the new TFO Power reel is a perfect match to our 

line-up of single and two-handed rods.  

 

Spare Spools available. 

T F O   P O W E R   F L Y   R E E L S 

T F O   N V   L A R G E   A R B O R   F L Y   R E E L S 

 

The TFO NV Large Arbor Fly Reels feature: CNC light-weight precision, 

made from 6061-T6 aluminum; smooth cork disc drag system; a one-way 

stainless steel spindle bearing with internal cap and O-ring seal. 

The drag is tightly sealed by an additional high density ABS cap to 

keep out moisture and debris; silent retrieve combines with a subtle 

line out clicker; easy to change left hand to right hand retrieve; quick 

change spools. Cloth reel sock included. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now available in 3 sizes: 

TFO NV 1—-3 to 5 weight lines 

TFO NV 2—-5 to 7 weight lines 

TFO NV 3—-7 to 9 weight lines 

 
Spare Spools available. 

 

 

 

TFO NV reels come with a  

Limited Two Year Warranty. 



T F O   B V K   S D   F L Y   R E E L S 

TFO BVK SD (SEALED DRAG) FLY REELS 

We took the successful BVK series of reels, added a fully 

sealed drag system and didn’t raise the price one penny!  

Introducing the BVK SD series of reels: A fully-sealed drag 

system with super easy LH/RH retrieve changes and minimal 

maintenance. The drag system is fully sealed Delrin® and 

stainless-steel to keep the drag clean and functioning in 

rough and dirty environments. This new drag system provides a noticeably broader range of 

resistance. The BVK SD series of reels are machined aluminum and anodized for durability and use 

in fresh or saltwater. The super large arbor design gives these reels huge line capacity and enables 

the angler to pick up line with incredible efficiency. The four reel series is perfect for everything from 

rainbow trout and bass all the way to bonefish and baby tarpon. All models of the BVK SD come 

packaged in a black TFO nylon reel pouch. 

TFO BVK SD I  

Capacity for 3-5 wt. lines 

3.25”X1.25”, 4.6 oz. 

TFR BVKSD 1 

TFO BVK SD II 

Capacity for 5-7 wt. lines 

3.75”X1.30”, 4.9 oz. 

TFR BVKSD 2   

TFO BVK SD III 

Capacity for 7-9 wt. lines 

4.10”X1.30”, 5.2 oz. 

TFR BVKSD 3  

TFO BVK SD III + 

Capacity for 8-10 wt. lines 

4.30”X1.30”, 6.0 oz. 

TFR BVKSD 3+ 

 

 

 

 

TFO Fly Reels come with a  

Limited Two Year Warranty.  

TFO BVK SD I Spare Spool  

TFR BVKSD 1/SP   

TFO BVK SD II Spare Spool  

TFR BVKSD 2/SP  

TFO BVK SD III Spare Spool  

TFR BVKSD 3/SP  

TFO BVK SD III + Spare Spool  

TFR BVKSD 3+/SP 

 

 

 

Guide to Capacity (Micron Backing): 

BVK SD I Fly Reel 

WF4F + 75 Yards, 20# Micron backing. 

BVK SD II Fly Reel 

WF5F + 200 Yards, 20# Micron backing. 

BVK SD III Fly Reel 

WF8F + 205 Yards, 20# Micron backing. 

BVK SD III+ Fly Reel 

WF10F + 175 Yards, 30# Micron backing. 



GUIDE TO CAPACITY: 

TFO NXT GL I™ Fly Reel  

WF5F + 100 Yards, 20# Backing. 

TFO NXT GL II™ Fly Reel  

WF8F + 125 Yards, 20# Backing. 

T F O   N X T   G L    F L Y   R E E L S 

 

The NXT GL Large Arbor series of reels set a new benchmark 

for performance at an affordable price. Machined, cast 

aluminum frame, ported to reduce weight and featuring a 

machined handle drag knob and spool release for increased 

durability during rigorous use. The NXT GL Large Arbor 

series utilizes a stacked, alternating disc drag system that 

delivers plenty of drag pressure, with no start-up inertia. Easy 

LH/RH conversion and all reels come packaged in a cloth pouch. TFO NXT GL Large Arbor reels 

come with a Limited Two Year Warranty. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SPARE SPOOLS ARE AVAILABLE. 

These TFO fly boxes feature clear lids, a waterproof seal and slit silicone rubber with off-set rows.  

Six sizes and a choice of Double Sided or Single Side boxes. 

T F O   W A T E R P R O O F   S I L I C O N E   F L Y   B O X E S 

Snap latch opening on both ends 

Foam padded end caps 

Rectangular, won’t roll around in a vehicle 

Holds 2— 9’ 4PC fly rods  

Inside tube length: 31.5”, overall length: 33.5” 

T F O   A L U M I N U M   R O D   C A S E 

MORE FLY BOXES, ACCESSORIES, TOOLS, & FLIES AT: www.tforods.ca 



TFO 4 PIECE ROD & REEL CASES 

Features Include: 

-600 denier Polyester shell material 

-Nylon fabric tube liner with separate sleeves for 

rod sections 

-Berber fleece padding 

-#8 coil zippers 

-D-Ring hang loop 

-Triangle PVC tube case 

-Available in:  

Single 4 piece - 9’ or  Dual 4 piece - 9’ 

TFO ROLLUP ROD BAG 

This padded rollup rod bag will hold up to 7 rods, which makes it 

perfect for the traveling angler. Holds any of the following TFO rods: 

9’ 4pc rods, 10’ 4pc rods, and 7’ 3pc travel spinning rods. 

Features: 

Light weight construction 

High density closed cell foam for protection 

Sleeved on both ends so rods will not fall out 

Carry handle and clip-on shoulder strap 

Fits in airline overhead bins 

TFO NAIL KNOTTER 

-Small, light-weight and convenient. -10cm long with split ring to attach to retractor.  

-CNC Machined from Marine Grade T6 aluminum. 

-Finished with Type II anodized coating for durability in both fresh or saltwater. 

-Instructions for nail knot and use enclosed. 

TFO TIPPET SPOOL TENDERS 

Keeps your spools of tippet 

tidy and ready for use. 

4 / PKG. 

 

TFO FLY/TIPPET THREADER 

Flies are held in place by a magnet, 

enabling easy tippet / fly eye 

threading. 

A C C E S S O R I E S 

TFO COLD WEATHER GLOVE 

TFO convertible gloves have three fold-back fingers that 

provide freedom to tie knots and handle gear in cool 

weather. Breathable water-repellant, windproof softshell 

fabric stretches to allow great finger and hand mobility. 

Extended hook and loop strap on neoprene cuffs 

provide full wrist protection. The partial synthetic leather 

fabric on the palm gives durability and grips well when 

wet. Quick-drying fleece pile on the back of hands and 

fingers adds thermal insulation for cool-weather 

comfort. Fingertip pull loops help to take gloves off 

while the snaps securely hold fingertips out of the way 

for better dexterity. Comfortable above 0
0
C.  

Available sizes: Medium, Large.
 



 

ROD ACTION INDEX 

 

MEDIUM ACTION 

Bug Launcher ‘Youth’ Rods, NXT 4 Piece Rods,  

Deer Creek 4 & 5 Piece Spey Rods,  

Finesse Trout & Finesse Glass, Drift Rod 

 

MEDIUM-FAST ACTION 

Axiom Switch, Professional II TH & Professional II Series 

 

FAST ACTION 

Axiom II, Impact, BVK, BVK Spey,  

Esox & Bluewater SG 

Axiom II—X 

 

MEDIUM ACTION 

An extremely versatile action for a variety of casting strokes. 

 

MEDIUM-FAST ACTION / FAST ACTION 

Both actions are useful for developing high line speeds. Choice 

between the two is a matter of personal casting preference & ability. 

w w w . t f o r o d s . c a  


